PERS +
Advanced Emergency Response

The Next Generation of Medical Alarm is Here!
SECURELY for independence PERS+ is an enhanced Medical Alarm designed to bring innovative solutions
for the growing population of seniors and disabled people that wish to live independently at home,
giving them extra confidence and independence with advanced emergency alerting capabilities that
include voice recognition and fall detection technologies.
The end-to-end solution offers easy growth opportunities to allow for the addition of safety peripherals
such as smoke/fire and leak detectors, to provide peace of mind.

Modular, Flexible and
Personalized to Your Needs

Advanced Emergency Detection and Notification






Allows users to call for help from anywhere in their home and in any state of heath
Enabled by Intelligent Voice Activation™, an always active voice recognition technology
Triggered by audible distress calls to activate emergency alerts
Uniquely integrated with SECURELY for Independence Advanced Telecare platform
Scalable to provide for increased needs as you health needs change

Voice Panic Detector
The Voice Panic Detector is a wireless smart emergency response device with Intelligent Voice Activation
technology, integrated in the SECURELY for independence product suite, including the Family, providing an
added layer of care by allowing residents to call for help when unable to press their panic button providing
Smart Alerting.

Active Pendant
SECURELY for independence Active allows you to seamlessly extend the protection you have with the
existing SECURELY for independence system to outside of your home. The Active connects to your
Smartphone when away from home providing the same protection away from home as in the home. The
Active Smart Alerting include;
 Emergency call button
 Fall detection
 Geo-Location to locate the person in case of emergency
 Geo-protection for those at risk of wandering
 Activity monitoring
For more information go to http://www.securely.nz or call 0800 865 865
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